— Page 261 up to Page 267 —
UK session

Attendees: Robin, Paula, Rob Davis, John, James, Brigitte Dempsey, Gwynne Mayer, Michelle
F, Aaron Settles, Lynn Elliott, Robert
Ja: Looisos back for third time – what does it mean?

RB: Come back on his own. Not a commission, just Looisos
Ja: Third coming – ordered.

BD: Earthquake in Nepal … more stresses in the mountain than before

RB: Earthquakes things we don’t properly understand. I came across an application on iPhone
that tells when Earthquakes are going to happen. Measures solar wind and correlation with
Earthquake. Gives about 2-3 warnings per day.
GM: Solar flare?

RB: Same thing – permanent ejection of corona mass and then ejections when it comes out.

GM: Psychological chaos associated with solar flares. Emotional chaos. Earthquakes similar
to shock to earth similar to our shocks – own body and shock to system. If so what are those
shocks meant to do to elevate to higher consciousness.

RB: Nobody has researched whole space. Correlation between sunspots and center of gravity
of solar system. Just outside the sun. Sunspot frequency correlates roughly with Jupiter – center
of gravity of whole planet … Biological shape of plants based - upon buds and flowers, pine
cones – vortex pattern, swirl. Been measuring change of shape and found correlation between
moon and variable called lambda – exact slope of vortex – between that and Mars depending
on the plant. Actual growth of plant which has a correlation with planets … magnetic force
between 2 plants moving together or apart is minimum of 60 and 120 degrees – positive aspects
of planet and negative from 90 – 360 degrees. Another correlation. Earthquakes are electrical
phenomena – big change in local electricity around that area which could be 6-700 miles deep.
Would correlate with what is happening with Sun is movement of ions to and from Earth.
Makes you think in terms of large set of influences that are all of planetary nature on Earth –
problem is very diverse, not coherent.
Ja: Other end of spectrum, interplanetary minerals. Hydrogen series … radioactive elements
oozing from surface of planet and ascending.
RB: Don’t often get to the surface. What is normally coming up is silica with iron and magne‐
sium and lots of oxygen and carbon – gets to surface with lava … also sulphur.

Ja: Going through p343 of Azize’s Early Talks. Man is interaction of 3 types of matter: positive
(Earth), negative (minerals and metals), neutralizing (from planets). Context of hookings on
…
RB: May be different version of same talk from Real World … indication that planets have a
direct impact on the conception of everything on Earth is said more than once.

GM: Does he connect magnetic center when these things shift in the body? Discharges of
electricity affect center of magnetic points of the Earth as well.
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RB: If you read The Tales and concentrate on the word “atmosphere” would run into many
pages where he talks about things happening in atmospheres. Start to wonder what is going
on. The solid part of planet Earth – rocks … almost never gets impacted (every now and then
meteorite/asteroid) – very rare – basic solid nature doesn’t change much. Liquid nature similar
– goes up to atmosphere, but falls back down. Lose or gain water from outer space, but not
well- attested phenomenon. Everything happening in atmospheres and the case when human
beings interact, except when over electronic means, atmospheres almost certainly interacting.
We have atmosphere of about a yard in radius and if you are talking to someone atmospheres
are mingling … Nature of what you think you are – personality and even essence – atmosphere,
not liquid or gaseous, plasma.
LE: I got the feeling that it was describing influence of planets to human being – what you are
saying confirms. We might be too dense to feel these influences, especially atmospheres from
people. A truck on the freeway can shift you as it passes…

RB: Never been to top of mountains in Tibet, but convinced that I can’t see the other side of
the planet
BD: Through the Teskooano – not ordinary vision

RB: Assumption that is a state. When you use the Teskooano put yourself in a state as regards
ability to observe things.
Ja: Essence observes personality – didn’t think of Teskooano as a state – inner separation or
division into two.
RB: What do you think is happening on Mars?

Clearly to understand in what work it was there that I became interested, you must know, first
of all, that the planet Mars is for the system Ors, to which it belongs, what is called a ‘Mdneloutian’ link in the transformation of cosmic substances …
Mdnel – Armenian – to enter or to link. Later talks about Mdnels as intervals in octave.
Saliakooriapnian – blood/salt water
GM: Channels –

RB: yields only a seventh part Not connecting one thing to another in order to get full harvest
– same with us in terms of presence. Don’t cultivate well. Doing something interesting on
Mars to cultivate this. Only the ‘dew’ … how often during the day a moment of presence oc‐
curs? Because it is in you and in your associations, you will suddenly remember to remember
yourself during the day. That would be the action of dew.
Prosphora – Eucharist

Bread and wine. Also in Old Testament.

RD: Center of other side of planet – moving, emotional … other side is higher

RB: Or lower – he is up a mountain, so symbolism is highest. More like essence looking at
personality.
RD: Other side of planet doesn’t have a center?

Ja: What exactly is mi/fa interval and unclear to me what it is that helps to pass that interval.
New idea comes in – abstract. It is the Do of a new octave! Getting us from the Mi – realiza‐
tion of personal difficulties (self-calming, animal sacrifice, etc.) other side Fa – aim coming
from new place … interval where we see difficulties and not able to get to. Something that has
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to fill that gap – Do of a new octave. What Martians are doing – introduce Do into our daily
work.

GM: Wheat, bread, 7th … planting Do and going forward, law of octaves. Esoteric Christian‐
ity issue in law of octaves too.
“As this amount of wheat was insufficient for their needs, while to get more of it they would
have to utilize the presence of the planetary Saliakooriap, the three-centered beings there from
the very beginning of our arrival there were always talking of conducting that same Saliakooriap
in the requisite quantity, from the opposite side of their planet to that side on which their be‐
ing-existence proceeded.
RB: The point of the reception of impressions … with some level of awareness otherwise just a
machine.

GM: Goes to Saturn to rest and then … “As this amount of wheat was insufficient for their
needs, while to get more of it they would have to utilize the presence of the planetary Saliakoo‐
riap, the three-centered beings there from the very beginning of our arrival there were always
talking of conducting that same Saliakooriap in the requisite quantity, from the opposite side
of their planet to that side on which their being-existence proceeded.
Can bring things much closer.

GM: Think the Universe is set up on law of octaves as well. Rests on Saturn – favourite holy
planet. Helps us crystalise thought patterns and knowledge into more wisdom. Kronos.

Ja: 7,000,285 times nearer. Three zeros in place of inner circulation that helps pass the interval.
RB: 14 is missing, would have repetitive factor of 7. Huge difference … looking at a computer
screen and it is about a yard from my face and if I were to magnify by factor of 7million, what
would I see? By 10 or 100 is vast – so would be looking at atoms.
RB: Mentions 289 when talking about time and how our time goes faster – ratio between orbit
of moon and orbit of sun, so had a definite meaning.
GM: Systematics of G’s numbers … quoting Ouspensky.

RB: Aside from Gurdjieff, wo I take as an absolute authority and things from Ouspensky prob‐
ably, noticed from Orage, Nyland, Ouspensky and Collin got something wrong.

GM: Became wrong … more specific they try to nail something down, more wrong. About his
understanding of the cosmos – cosmic planetary influence. Trying to work with allegory of
universe having own law of 7 and also higher being bodies. Mars is action, survival, not a higher
being body, but evolving. Moon has emotional overloads, dead material in us as it affects the
body.
LE: And G’s response to Ouspensky’s book was that it was good. Very good primer.
GM: Think M Ouspensky knew more about Ouspensky’s work than Ouspensky.

Ja: Ability to see individual notes – would be helpful to see. Talking about remorse of con‐
science last week – recognition that I am not what I should be. Is this an exercise best done
intermittently – 15 mins a day? Spent time last week just on that and realised that becomes
mechanical.

RB: That is our nature – tendency to mechanise. Guy who invented mechanism of multiplica‐
tion … made a machine for multiplying numbers and useful if you need it. There are machines
for remembering information … If we start to use the theatre of memory, will start to come
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under our control. Will make a machine of it. Memory palace. Not the case that everyone will
find these potent. Remorse of conscience potent idea. If you make it center of solar system,
can start connecting other ideas of the work to it. Can start using a period of time to focus on
it entirely and then can say in respect of every idea of the work – what happens if I link this to
Remorse of Conscience. Ceases to lose its power. Orbit around it. Number of important ideas
in the Work and question is which are actually important? Run into new things … I regard
Remorse as important and if you can find more of these, will not be so easy to deflect with
mechanisms.
Ja: Should one proceed too far along the path without decrystalising the maleficent affects of
organ kundabuffer?

GM: Call in the Archangels – connected to clarifying … constantly clarifying as we are reading.
Part of intermediary between highest of our energies and man no 4. Easy to get lost in some
of this.
Ja: Archangels at level of the sun.

LE: How can knowing about an archangel help you with your work if you can’t observe yourself.
Over-intellectualising the whole thing. Doing work with other people give you basis for your
work. Wont have to worry about archangels – not practical. Not when trying to get rid of
kundabuffer.
GM: Orage talking about Archangel in charge of mass – Algamatant. Specific professional
organisation up there.

RB: Some people will find a concept useful and some not. Trogoautoegocrat … not going to
let the term Archangel into that will get nowhere, because that concept is required. Work has
a thousand paths. Talking about the power of the idea of remorse of conscience. Another pow‐
erful idea – called your death. Can do same with that idea. Trogoautoegocrat is a really pow‐
erful concept and will not run into remorse of conscience and will not necessarily run into your
death. Work has a vast vocab of concepts that can be helpful in trying to remember yourself
and manage negativity. Easier than trying to define second conscious shock.

Rb: Use of intellect: I found helpful that a fully developed man is a cell in the mind of the
Absolute and an Angel a cell in the emotional body of the Absolute.
Ja: Archangel …

RB: Archangel from point of view – fully developed man is at level of Sun and so is an
Archangel.
GM: Ahoon – brings in information about Viloyer and Saint Lama. Part of Beelzebub. Don’t
know if he is being complicit or just saying I’m glad you reminded me.
Ja: Ahoon represented Beelzebub’s old self and Orage said Ahoon was his memories.

BD: At the end when Beelzebub gets his horns, Ahoon regrets not having progressed. Sicken‐
ingly deferential and does not develop in his own right whatsoever.

RB: A bit like this … In the development of an individual, have idea of deputy steward – starts
to organize parts of yourself that are interested in unity and my assumption is that is magnetic
center and focused in personality – Ouspensky said. Go through process and start to arrange
personality and create better organisation than we had before.
RD: … caravan – lions, tigers
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RB: Semi-conscious – never heard in respect of The Work ever. Good connection – parts aware
of the Work, but don’t bring on vividness of Self-remembering.
RD: Not supposed to bring lions and hyenas on board the caravan
RB: Manifestations of negative emotions – wild beings
GM: Hyenas – not welcome

Ja: Caravan in MWMR and has significance.

‘Blastegoklornian circumference’ Blast – growing point, klorn – round, ego – I – growing point
around ego.
RB: Earth is growing, getting bigger in size. When talking about ‘Blastegoklornian

circumference’ of atmosphere of earth – growing happening. Also if you are growing essence or
body of soul – similar – growing point in you.

the atmosphere of the planet Earth has acquired in certain places and continues to acquire an
excessively projecting materialized presence for what is called the ‘reciprocal-blending-of-theresults-of-all-theplanets-of-the-given-system’;

RB: When I encounter a passage like this will spend an hour trying to unpack what he means.
Chosen very specifically and hyphenated together – very special meaning. What exactly does
that mean?! What is an excessively projecting materialized presence?
RD: Reciprocal – mathematical or reciprocal feeding?

RB: Reciprocal feeding. Complicated affair. If we were to become cannibals and cook one of
our number they would be reciprocal feeding. In order to work out what we as human beings
are involved in … residues of human beings have to be consumed for something to grow into a
form that we can feed on.
LE: Concerning when different parts become negative – in war for instance?

RB: Don’t think it is. Human being making war is a consequence of human beings failing to
take advantage of consequences
PS: Failure to use that possibility in a positive way

RB: In chapter War – problem of Trogoautoegocrat. Operation of body – larger things like
Suns … but we understand our body. Assume that things are happening without us knowing
and they are on different timescale from us. We notice in the structure of human body that we
are eating, breathing and perceiving all the time. Would have to give up eating for 3-4 days for
it to stop digesting. Give up breathing or perceptions for short period, we die. Extremely so‐
phisticated circulation of substances and each movement transformation of substance up or
down and those that are of no use are eliminated from the body (7 different ways). Trogoau‐
toegocrat. If you don’t have substance in the right place at the right time, body stops function‐
ing and you die. Common system harmony. Human beings are going to war with each other
and consequence is that the moon gets a big meal. We might not think we are doing anything
noble, but as sheep are collected together so the moon can have a nice meal, we are behaving
exactly as required. Possibility that we can do same feeding of moon by partkdolg duty and
don’t have to die to feed the moon and can also profit from it. Moon is going to feed anyway
…
Ja: Comets – refers to sexual energy/sexual center/H12

RB: There is evidence for that. Try to think of it in terms of solar system. Comet is the only
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legitimate body that circulates within solar system and crosses orbit of other planets. Common
system harmony to the planets. Comets violate it all the time. Common system harmony of
female human being – sperm violate that and disharmonise until she gives birth and after. In
general sense comet represents sperm in analogical way. When they decide to hang around
because there are lot of comets – deciding not to pass through that state – disruptive. Trogoau‐
toegocrat – know one well and not others.
Ja: Non-law-conformable … violating? Tingling sensation – non-law-conformable?

RB: Everything conforms to law … threatens harmony – could say non-law-conformable, but
without them human race would vanish.
GM: Impregnating idea – rather than violate. Receptivity of a system. If I am receptive to
impregnation – creativity, everything I am accepting, more data in higher centers. Don’t like
violate. If you are not receptive, violate. Upsets system. Comes in as a shock. Comets very
important – at physical and psychological level. About not accepting status quo.

RB: Woman can get pregnant because she and man want to procreate. If she gets pregnant and
doesn’t want – disrupts common system harmony. For you to receive input to body kesdjan or
body of soul – can apply analogies there, except would be wanting to receive. Octave of Work
passive.
BD: Native Americans have legend of cayote – disruptor – upsetting status quo.

RB: Have friends who are Apache and that is how they describe cayote. If they see a cayote
they assume their life will get disrupted.

US Session

Attendees: Robin, Paula, Sandra Whitmore, Rattandeep Singh, Bobbie, James O’Donnell,
Catalina, Stephen Frantz, Anne Little, John Amaral, James Edwards
SF: First para we read (p261) – 2 formulations seemed strange. Calls Tibet melancholy place
of sacrifice … to kundabuffer. Trying to overcome effect on them maybe. … for some reason
or another – as if not certain why – not necessary?

RB: … most high commission inform Beelzebub about what has to happen. No indication that
the Angels are incompetent. Sakaki, when he first descends – Archangel – later raised to posi‐
tion of four quarter maintainer. Same time Looisos goes from Angel to Archangel. Are check‐
ing their findings with His Endlessness – go back and ask permission – not acting
independently. Criticises these people for doing this terrible thing.
SW: Their reason is not absolute, don’t know what is going to happen. For some reason or
another – small ‘r’. Ill-fated planet – notion of fate – raised several times. Results of miscalcu‐
lations of Archangels and higher beings. Struck me – mechanical thinking and not knowing
what … reading terra firma and looked it up. Thinking Terra Incognito.

SF: Sacrifice – talking about animal sacrifice and here humans sacrificing themselves to kund‐
abuffer. Reacting so strongly to make it disappear maybe not the correct way – backfires.

SW: Immurement not abstract – warning about becoming overly religious. Have people in my
family who isolate themselves and have people take care of them – waiting to die – martyrdom.
Abstract and allegorical and also real thing I see in my family
RB: Not unusual for human beings to do things that are self-destructive. Brother who died 89 years ago and best thing could be said about him is he wrecked his own boat. Became slave
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to various drugs. Positive side to him – tried to become a Christian many times and became
alcoholic many times and one time addicted to morphine. Had a self-destructive urge –
wrecked himself. A lot of people will attach to something – fulfils a space in them by being able
to be attached. How cults form. I thought I didn’t matter by not attached to this cult and live
the live they think is a good idea my life now has meaning. Only meaning your life can have
comes from yourself. Sacrifice – offer up to something higher, make sacred. Told we have to
sacrifice our suffering and don’t properly understand what that means. Would be a discussion,
rather than a formula.
melancholy place of sacrifice to the same wretched organ

Certain substance the Moon needs to be able to feed. Story is the organ is placed in us – par‐
ticular attitude so that we can become food for the moon – if not wouldn’t that kill the moon?
Apparent contradictions in the book.
SF: Because we have to provide food for the moon, we need to accept the necessity of the me‐
chanical aspect of ourselves because it is producing that food.

RB: Not simple. Trogoautoegocrat – substances have to be in right places at right time in right
quantity. Necessary in operation of any living thing. Necessary for Askokin to be available to
the moon. Death of human beings and animals feed that umbilical cord that the moon has.
Don’t have a choice – can live mechanical life and die and substances from dead body go to
moon or create those substances while you are alive and may be able to create kesdjan body …
SW: Sacrifice of the monks reminded me of G saying that if they knew what they were here for
would kill themselves … monks thought they were trying to fix themselves. So both ways
killing themselves.

RB: Harvesting. If at about 1 week when kundabuffer is introjected … Askokin that you could
donate to the moon would be small. If you live a life that goes on for many decades and acquire
a large body … large quantity of Askokin.
SW: p263 that is to say, what is called the ‘Blastegoklorniancircumference’ of the atmosphere
of the planet Earth has acquired in certain places and continues to acquire an excessively pro‐
jecting materialized presence for what is called the ‘reciprocal-blending-of-the-results-of-alltheplanets-of-the-given-system’;
Reference to Trogoautoegocrat?

RB: Blastoma – growing point, ego; klornian, round (Armenian) – growing point around the
planet.

Ca: Monks activity and their emotional … To the point of feeding the moon – where is my
place where the inevitable happens. As a woman lucky to be more aware – cycles help me to
see how some energies …. Feeding something. Definitely cycles let us see that there are times
where we just have to stay in front of what is happening to us. Feeding the moon when I am
in that state – harder to be centered and more emotional turmoil. Where is my place when
there is not much that I can do – self-remembering, not being carried away by my emotions.
Going against it and trying to fight my nature ends up feeding the wretched organ. Something
about studying our nature and relationship with our environment, the moon.
SW: My place when the inevitable happens … can you fight against the inevitable.

RB: Sexual energy – female cycle, lunar and male, solar. Everything living on the planet has a
lunar cycle – shape of buds vary according to lunar cycle and probably more of that. Where am
I in all of this. Things that we are subject to – law of gravity, can hate it, but not worth it if you
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can’t do anything. And when it is about an energy – sexual cycle – able to leverage for one’s own
benefit?
SW: Forget we are under laws and relates to fate. Don’t understand the laws and therefore the
inevitable. Don’t have to die to produce Askokin – can do that in mediation and breathing …?
RB: Produced by being partkdolg duty

RB: When we examine ourselves in terms of being a trogoautoegocratic cosmos, discover sub‐
ject to all sorts of laws. Things that happen for you to digest food, breathe, ingest impressions
… not things we can violate – subject to, have to do it. Formatory apparatus can’t unlearn
things. When a habit is learned – moving, thinking, emotional – crystalized. When I was doing
Hydrogens lectures came across Bode’s Law – not accurate. Mary Black adjusted it and made
it very accurate. Planets are where they are because that is only place they can be. Predicts
planets and moon locations within about 5% accuracy – mathematics. Common system har‐
mony about things being in right place and functioning. Not feasible to redesign my body. As
we are fixed in many things down to every cycle that runs in us, not just sexual, eating, breath‐
ing, impressions – we are fixed. The moon needs this substance and will get it whether we
collaborate or not.
SW: Leads me to think of the growth of Himalayas and hooking on – don’t get too religious –
has to do with not just how it works inside me, but how it woks in the planets.

SF: Rodney Collin – Theory of Celestial Influence – not got through a lot of it. Notion that
the glands are connected to a specific planet. Person not perfectly balanced and tend to be type
of person because of affect of a gland. Hooking onto different planets and causing perturbation,
wonder about affect of not understanding the harmony and making efforts or being stuck with
exaggerated type of person. Projection – connected with what was said about self-tamers –
what are they doing in their boxes? Not daydreaming – doing something with their energies.
Doing something with kundabuffer … calls materialized presence. Causes excessive heights of
Himalayas.
BP: Obliged to eat? Otherwise might as well starve.

RB: Immurement – does happen. What you are doing is fasting from impressions. May not be
getting much to eat, no problem with breathing. Disturbing normal rhythm of the body. Cant
understand why someone would want to do for rest of their life, but for limited time.

SF: Rodney Collin – ideas that are important. Active force in creation of nature is Sun and
passive force is Earth and Neutralizing is planets – give form to life. From smallest things …
worms, molluscs, insects, plants … animals, human beings – all determined by the planets. Not
just architecture of man, but every living thing. Investigation of how nature behaves … that is
going on. New Zealand split off … had no living things of animal nature and was populated
by birds and they evolved and they found the birds matched all forms of flora and fauna that
was required. Nature of Trogoautoegocrat. Australia – marsupials. SF – talking about en‐
docrine glands and they are known … any emphasised become freak – tall people large pituitary
gland. Impact of endocrine gland … reason RC could rationalise. Everything that is an animal,
one brained, two brained, all have endocrine glands also and RC didn’t say that.
C: Intense intentional suffering by monks – when we deprive ourselves from impressions. Sup‐
posed to be a unity and our growth is not just ours – connected with everything else. What
happens when we deprive ourselves from impressions intentionally – these people suffering in‐
tentionally. If we are not aware of things influencing us and creating conditions that are abnor‐
mal.
SW: Sacrifice in vain – not intentional suffering. P260 … famous manipulations – so not en‐
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tirely without impressions. Sacrifice in vain?

RB: Intentional suffering has to be pondered.

SW: At what point – after you suffer intentionally, at any time you are self-remembering? Gets
complicated. Doing all these things in the real world.

RB: Suffering – need to understand what is meant. Etymological – to bring under. Most peo‐
ple think of physical pain. Hard to imagine physical pain being intentional suffering, unless you
are wearing a hair shirt of have a stone in your shoe on a pilgrimage – questionable.
BP: Talk about intentional suffering without conscious labors?

RB: Have a certain kind of issue … statement by Gurdjieff: first thing we have to sacrifice is
our suffering. After sacrificing your suffering – need to ponder – walking around and weighing,
understand the actual act. You have to do to gather in information you need. Say there is some‐
one you always internally consider and one day you diced you are going to be there and consider
them. Is that suffering? It is intentional.
SF: Ferre – carry, and sub – under. Why would … what does it mean to carry something under?
RB: Can complicate it. What does it mean to understand? Stand under.

SF: Under the laws. Carry under – having human life have to obey certain laws and maybe
standing under them … relate what they are about.
RB: Superstition – super above and -stition - stand. Don’t know if that helps.
SW: Stand under something, something is over me – higher place.

Ca: Buddhist view of suffering – something related to attachment and how to free ourselves
from suffering is described as non-attachment. Voluntarily into isolation – act of non-attach‐
ment, but non-attachment to what? Getting closer and closer … really attached to idea of the
way of detaching yourself from suffering.

SW: Attachment and non-attachment scar me from what? Desires and wishes …. From life.
Read about those intentions in the past … won’t get me though this.
SF: If this abnormal growth … great catastrophe inevitable. Later in the book create explosion
that destroys them.
SW: North London Gurdjieff Society blog – suggestion about growth of the mountains –
Asian religions would outpace Mullah Nassr Eddin to a point where it wouldn’t be healthy.

RB: Symbol of mountains is nearly always high level – why you have Sermon on Mount,
Gospels. Final chapter of MWRM – Gurdjieff and Skridlov go up mountain. Air higher on
mountain has more H96 – Ouspensky. If this is an abnormal growth, not harmonious. Idea
that could hook onto atmosphere of other planets and starting to cause disharmony. Allegory
– about human beings.
SW: Possibly both. Planet as my body and body of Earth. Atmosphere – mine and of Earth
and certain overgrowths of part of me. And explosion that Beelzebub thought could happen.
Tremors and Earthquakes.

RB: Correct – we all have atmospheres. When 2 people meet atmosphere can repel or join.
Once can behave like vampire … If look at as allegory, is a danger in terms of hooking onto
other people. Like what Ca says about non-attachment. My experience is if I sit here try to be
silent – something comes up and I attach to it – maybe something I have to do tomorrow, some‐
thing that happened in past. Trying to be available to something higher, but the impulse to
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attach is incredibly strong – don’t catch yourself doing it, afterwards … get taken again.

SW: MWRM – desires and non-desires – very Buddhist idea. Crystallized habits – attach‐
ments.
BP: Attaching to being non-attached.
RB: Tar baby – sticks to anything.

Ca: Concept of suffering interesting to ponder. Can’t define thing by the opposite.
RB: Able to see center of planet …
7,000,285?

SF: Partial tracking of inside of Enneagram?

RB: Messed with that as well – looks like has to do with 7th and repeating. Couldn’t get any‐
where with that also.
BP: 285 – transcend interval?

RB: Going from Re to Si to Sol

SF: Half land, half water. What is water, emotional energy … canals for more emotional en‐
ergy.

SW: Big ocean – subconscious – canals trying t bring to land – not enough water for wheat.
Interesting – beginning of octave. Prosphora is sacred bread.
RB: Lord’s Prayer: give us this day our daily bread. That ‘s at level of higher emotional center.
Bread is emotional food.
this wheat derives the moisture it needs, for what is called evolving Djartklom,

Rb: when a seed germinates, the okidanokh within the seed will be evolving djartklom – when
the dew settles on it. Also statement on bottom of p266
SF: Bring more feeling energy to get to 3rd state of consciousness.
BP: Dew in quotes – process of radiation.

SW: Drawing subconscious of Saliakooriap … into conscious.

RB: Mars higher emotional center – mechanism of energies to get to higher emotional center
and presence, not just by action of dew, but by presence … place where being existence proceeds
is at the seat of impressions, not anywhere else.
SW: Reason he brings Gornahoor Harharkh into it – intellectual center – happy to be coming
back to Mars, to emotional center and also his intellectual center after being in darkness of
Tibet – melancholy place.
RB: Went back to Mars first and then decides to go visit Saturn.

SF: To rest. Can only be in higher emotional center for so long and then have to go back to …
SW: In MWRM – wanted G to be priest and physician and he was more interested in mechan‐
ical. One of the ways that Beelzebub rests.
RB: What has Gornahoor Harharkh done in terms of Teskooano?
BP: Gave Beelzebub pieces of it
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RB: What is a Teskooano?

Ca: Could clearly see opposite side of peculiar planet – doesn’t make sense if it is a telescope.

RB: Tesk – from Armenian, to look. -ano – Greek word for anode, way up. Appears it is some
kind of process that allows you do see things consciously or something. Not a telescope.
Ca: Related to the location …

RB: Could say related to the state. Maybe other side of same planet – personality to essence –
from right state can see beating heart of personality. Trying to force something.
Ca: Tibet a place from where we can see personality?

RB: Use of mountain to indicate a high place – symbolism. On this visit to Tibet he only visits
self-tamers and then Sea of Beneficence … didn’t see much else – land that oozed out from the
Earth – volcanic?
SW: When I think of things oozing out of mountains – crystallization.

RB: Looks at this and thinks this is bad – Himalayas. But reassured that Looisos is going to
come and look … such a great record.
BP: Because Saint Lama was a saint could present the petition?
SF: Saint Lama mentioned earlier

RB: Emerges later on as one of the great messengers.
SW: Viloyer and Zernakoor
BP: Zer – Gold in Turkish.

RB: Zerna – essence. Koor means blind in Armenian

PS: Possibly before his birth, because he met with the Archangel Viloyer when he was still an
ordinary angel. Blind in the womb.
RB: In essence

SF: When Ahoon tells about the tale – why bring in Mullah Nassr Eddin? Sufism had truths
more important than Tibetans.
BP: Fixed beliefs – high mountains.
RB: Self-tamers have fixed beliefs

Ca: Mullah Nassr Eddin – archetype of traditional wisdom. In South America guy from coun‐
tryside has wisdom and tells truth without need of complicated things. Appreciation of real
knowledge. Pedro Urdemales
RB: Doing what Shakespeare did with the fools. Can say anything – Mullah Nassr Eddin in‐
sult everyone.
JA: has a sense of humour and that is ability to hold yes and no at the same time. Can hold
perspectives that are antagonistic with each other and characteristic of higher result.
Ca: Non-dualistic.
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